Dean's Undergraduate Research Fund Recipients 2016-2017

INES AJIMI, Economics, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

APARNA ALANKAR, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

GRACE ALBRIGHT, German
Robert A. Fowkes Research Scholar

SAMIR ALI, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

MARIA ARIEVITCH, Sociology
Ariel and Alaleh Ostad Research Scholar

ELIANA ARONSON, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SARA LOUISA BAHET, Comparative Literature
Myron Kove Research Scholar

ANNA BALCHUNAS, Psychology
Marion Cohen Griffel Research Scholar

ANKITA BANERJEA, Economics, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

KENDYL BARRON, Biology, Philosophy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DESHANA BARUA, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

TRISTAN BAYLOR, Mathematics
Lydia R. Reeve Research Scholar

VIKTORIYA BERDAN, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DARIA BERMAN, English and American Literature, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

GAELIN BERNSTEIN, Computer Science, Psychology
Liebman Family Research Scholar
KATHARINE BESHEER, International Relations  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

JULIAN BESSINGER, Creative Writing, English and American Literature  
*Tory Dent Research Scholar*

OMRI BEZALEL, Dramatic Writing, Journalism  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

SERENA BONOMO, Psychology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

HANNAH BORENSTEIN, Art History, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

ADRIANNA BORYS, Anthropology, French  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

MARIANA BOVERIO ALVES DE CASTRO, Journalism, Politics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

NATALIE BOYKOFF, Chemistry  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

LOUISA BRADY, English and American Literature  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

BUDD BROWN, Psychology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

EMILY BUDDEKE, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

DOMINIC BURKART, Psychology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

ELLEN BURTON, Economics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

SALLY BUTTAR, Biology  
*Sorrell and Lorraine Chesin Research Scholarship*

ASHLEY CARDOUNEL, Business, Spanish  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

ELOISE CASSIER, International Relations, Journalism  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
SUHEYLA CAVDAR, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHLOE CHAN, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHLOE CHAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

EMILY CHAN, Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JUSTIN CHAN, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

SANCHIT CHATURVEDI, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CIN YEE SELINA CHEAH, Journalism, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

YIFENG CHEN, Computer Science, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DANIEL CHENG, Comparative Literature
Angelica Foundation Research Scholar

JULIA CHESLER, English and American Literature
Nathan and Sarah Chesin & Bernard and Mollie Steuer Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences

EMILY CHIN, Global Public Health/Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

BRITTANY CHO, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

IRENE CHO, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JINNY CHOI, English and American Literature
Wilfred L. and Ruth S.F. Peltz Research Scholar

ALEXANDER CHONG, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KEVAN CHU, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar
CLAIRE CHUN, Politics, Social and Cultural Analysis  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

JONATHAN CHUNG, Biochemistry  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

JOHN ANDREW CHWE, Computer Science, Psychology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

ANDREA CUMPULIK, Neural Science  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

DOMINIC CURRAN, Journalism  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

ABHISHEK DALAL, Economics, International Relations  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

NICOLE D’ALESSIO, Comparative Literature  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

SREELEA DAS, Physics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

SREYA DAS, Biochemistry  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

LORRAINE DE VELEZ, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

LANA DEL VECCHIO, Anthropology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

AURIANE DESOMBRE, English and American Literature  
*Thomas Kane Research Scholar in English*

DEEPIKA DHAWAN, Biochemistry  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

SAMUEL DISOTELL, Anthropology  
*Sylvia Engel Friedman Research Scholar*

AKSHUNNA DOGRA, Mathematics, Physics  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

CAREN DOUEIRY, Biology  
*Giuseppe Astorina Research Scholar*
OANA DANIELA DUMITRU, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

REBECCA ELBOGEN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SALAH ELDEIN ELKATTAWY, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANAÏS ELKINS, Linguistics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JORDAN EPSTEIN, Chemistry
Dr. Aston McLaughlin Research Scholar

IRAJ ESHGHI, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

OMAR ETMAN, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

FAARIHA FAHEEM, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CAROLYN FAN, Global Public Health/ Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAURAB FARUQUE, Neural Science
Swartz Family Research Scholar

SARA FERNANDES, Psychology
Pudding Hill Research Scholar

SAVANNAH FITZGERALD-BROWN, Computer Science, Philosophy
Drs. Aaron A. and Francine M. Stein Family Research Scholar

HARIS FONTAINE, International Relations, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JULIANA GABBAY, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CAMILLE GASSER, Psychology
James A. Shea Research Scholar

CARA GENDUSO, Biology
Sigal Family Research Scholar
M ATTHEW GENEROSO, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALAN GIGI, Economics, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALLISON GILLESPIE, Social and Cultural Analysis
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ARVI GJOKA, Computer Science, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

STEPHANIE GLASS
Arthur L. Wolf Research Scholar

WILLIAM GOEDEL, Global Public Health/Sociology
Max Bronner Research Scholar

ADRIANA GONZALEZ, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAROJ GOURKANTI, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

TENAY GREENE, Global Public Health/Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ABRAHAM GROSS, Journalism
Harold E. Akselrad Esq. Research Scholar

SELENA GUPTA, Biology, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

TANVI GUPTA, Economics
Robert Selander Research Scholar

FIRDAUS GUPTE, Philosophy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DORY GURINSKY, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

SAM GUTIERREZ, Journalism
Schachter Family Research Scholar

AHMED HAFEZI, History, Politics
Samuel E.Q. Ashley Research Scholar
SHANNON HALEY, Physics
Herman Berkman Undergraduate Research Scholar

PENGCHENG HAN, Computer Science, Mathematics
Jack Sitt Research Scholar

ANUSHA HASSAN, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

JAMES HAYES, Politics, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Count Lorenzo Attolico di Adelfia Research Scholar

JIA XING HE, Economics, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

TYLER HEITMANN, Biochemistry
Salant Family Research Scholar in Pre-Health Studies

SYDNEY HILLER, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

TOM HINDMARSH STEN, Neural Science
Dr. Evan and Brooke Kaye Research Scholar

LAUREN HIRAI, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHRISTINA HONG, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

CYNTHIA HORIKAWA, Communicative Sciences and Disorders, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MONZIL HOSSAIN, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALEXXA HOUK, Linguistics
Sidney Feldshuh & Lillian Kaplan Feldshuh Research Scholar

KAVI HUDEN, Politics
Steffi Berne Research Scholars

VIVIAN HUI, Global Liberal Studies, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

AMBER HUNTER, English and American Literature

HANA HUSIC, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
WALTER HUTCHESON, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER ICK, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KRISTIJAN DINO ILIEVSKI, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

STEVEN IONOV, Biology, Chemical-Biomolecular Engineering
Dr. Dorothy Starr Research Scholar

CHARISSA ISIDRO, Journalism, Social and Cultural Analysis
Mary Rudie Barneby Research Scholar

KUNJ JAIN, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANTALYA JANO, Biochemistry, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

LIBUSE JANSKA, Biology
William J. McKeon Research Scholar

EMILY JENSEN, Art History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAMANTHA JENSEN, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

SHAN JIANG, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

JIYOUNG JO, Environmental Studies, Metropolitan Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KAILIN JONES, Art History
Rose and Barry McMerney Research Scholar

SUHAL KALEEM, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

KRISTINE KARIBANDI, Global Public Health/Prehealth
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEXANDER KARIO, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
June Schlesinger Katz International Research Scholar
SEAN KAROTT, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CLARA KATZ-ANDRADE, Linguistics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RANDALL KAYSER, Mathematics, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

DOROTTYA KENESSEY, Anthropology, Psychology
Russell and Diane Hawkins Research Scholar

SHARMEEN KHAN, Politics
Shirley Schmones Wallach Research Scholar

SAMEER KHAN, Biochemistry
Daniel A. and Amy L. Rock Research Scholar

NINO KHVEDELIANI, Philosophy, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JIN HO (JODIE) KIM, Politics
Howard Levene (WSC ’41) Research Scholar

GINHA KIM, Economics, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

SO UN KIM, Biology
Linn-Cohen Family Research Scholar

EMILY KING, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEKSANDAR KIPROVSKI, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

LAUREN KIRK, Comparative Literature, History
William B. Baer Research Scholar

YU KONG, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

EMILY KORF, Biology, Psychology
Hirschfeld Family Research Scholar

PAULA KOSCIOLEK, Biochemistry, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar
TILEMAHOS KOUTSOGEORGAS, Hellenic Studies, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

TANNER KOVACH, Anthropology
Joseph A. Rice Research Scholar

ELLEN KROTOP, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

KRISHNA KULKARNI, History, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies
Frances and Benjamin Benenson Research Scholar

KEVIN KUONQUI, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LEILA LAJEVARDI, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

MICHAEL LANDES, Dramatic Literature, Philosophy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RACHEL LAW, Economics, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

OLIVIA LE MENESTREL, History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

NICOLE LEAL, Neural Science, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

AARON LEBENS, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LINDSAY LEBOYER, Art History
Nathan Ende Research Scholar

FLOR LEDEZMA, English and American Literature, Romance Languages
Collegiate Research Scholar

AMY LEI, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JET LEM, Chemistry, East Asian Studies
George Maker Research Scholar

WESLEY LEONG, Linguistics, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar
STEPHANIE LEUNG, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

HOIYAN LEUNG, History
Joan C. Suttles Estate Research Scholar

RIMMA LEVINA, Biology
Varet Family Research Scholars

CHANGLIN LI, Philosophy
Collegiate Research Scholar

YUNQI LI, Economics, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KAYLA YING YAN LIM, Neural Science, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

RAVEN LIN, Neural Science, Psychology
Jurate Kazickas Research Scholar

RACHEL LIPKA, Art History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DUAN LIU, Economics, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

MELISSA LOBEL, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SIRI LOKEN, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

RYAN LOWDER, Psychology
Mary L. Santirocco Research Scholar

JULIA LUCAS, Anthropology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LAUREN LUCITT, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOSEPHINE LUCK, Art History, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SABINE LUDWIG, Global Liberal Studies, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar
CALVIN LUI, Biochemistry,  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

ROSHNI LULLA, Neural Science  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

CHARLES MA, Chemistry  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

SARAH MACKAY, Art History  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

DARSHAN MAHABARE, Biology, Chemistry  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

RIHAB MAHMOOD, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

JULIETTE MAIGNÉ, Journalism, Social and Cultural Analysis  
*Arthur Frommer Research Scholar for Travel and Global Studies*

HELI MAJEETHIA, Biology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

IGOR MAKSIMOVIC, Chemistry  
*Daniel Getman and Leonard Marker Memorial Research Scholar*

JORGE MALDONADO, Sociology, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

LARA MANBECK, Economics, History  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

RACHEED MANI, Biochemistry, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

MADHUMITHA MANIVANNAN, Psychology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

MEREDITH MANNIX, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

SCOTT MANZANARES, Economics, Mathematics  
*Marie and Anthony Rao Research Scholar*

JEAN-LUC MARSH, International Relations  
*Walter and Phyllis Loeb Research Scholar*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major(s)</th>
<th>Research Scholar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Martinez</td>
<td>Economics, International Relations</td>
<td>College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Maryn</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Dr. Charles Barbiere Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaclav Masek</td>
<td>Spanish, Sociology</td>
<td>Collegiate Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mina Mathur</td>
<td>Politics, Psychology</td>
<td>College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Mavarakis</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Collegiate Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean McCready</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td>College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacha Mceligott</td>
<td>Neural Science</td>
<td>Collegiate Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harshil Mehta</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Mello-Morales</td>
<td>History, Philosophy</td>
<td>Collegiate Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeva Mendelevich</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Miller Family Research Scholars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Messinger</td>
<td>Neural Science</td>
<td>College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Meyers</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td>Collegiate Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Migone</td>
<td>Urban Design and Architecture Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirkka Miller</td>
<td>History, Sociology</td>
<td>Kringstein Family Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udit Modi</td>
<td>Global Public Health/Chemistry</td>
<td>Howard M. Weisberg Family Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Mok</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Moore</td>
<td>Journalism, Politics</td>
<td>Peter Bergmann Research Scholars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AMANDA MORALES, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHLOE MORGAN, Biochemistry
Holten Family Research Scholar

MAHAK MORSAWALA, Journalism, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SARAH MYERS, Art History
Barnet and Phyllis Liberman Research Scholar

MYRNA NAKHLA, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

TARIKA NALWA, Education, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANDREYKA NATALEGAWA, Politics
Ellie and David Werber Research Scholar in Social Sciences

MARIA NAVARRO, Philosophy, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

ZAEEM NAZIR, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MAX NEEDLE, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALLISON NEESON, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DALI NEMECIO, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

ROBERT NEWMAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANNE-MARCELLE NGABIRANO, Economics, Journalism
Bailey Family Research Scholar

CHIOMA NWANA, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

MICHAEL O’BRIEN, Physics
Daniel A. Swick Research Scholar
SINCLAIRE O'GRADY, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SOO JUNG OH, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

JUMOKE OPEYEMI, Global Public Health/Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHINEKWU OSAKWE, Chemistry, Music
Collegiate Research Scholar

JASMINE PAN, East Asian Studies, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

XIAOLI PAN, Art History
Collegiate Research Scholar

NATASHA PANDIT, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

YOONJEAN PARK, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

PRIYA PASRICHA, History
Joan Kupersmith Larkin Research Scholar

IAN PASSMAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KEYA PATEL, Global Public Health/Anthropology
Collegiate Research Scholar

NIHAL PATEL, Biochemistry,
Peggy and Bernard Sakin Research Scholar

PARTH PATEL, Anthropology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEJANDRA PATINO, Neural Science, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ELIJAH PERSAD-PAISLEY, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ADRIAN PIETRZAK, Economics, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar
SHILOH PITI, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

THEODORE PLOTKIN, Economics, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

JAVIER PORRAS MADERO, Economics, Latin American Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOD QUEEN PRADO, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

CATHERINE PRATT, Global Public Health
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ZOE PRIEST, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

DEVANSHI PUNCH, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

HYEYUN JENNIFER RA, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

TAZMIN RAHMAN, Psychology
Joseph Gilbride Research Scholar

MARGISH RAMANI, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MAURA REINBRECHT, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

AARON REUBEN, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARIYA REZTSOVA, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ROY RINBERG, Computer Science, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

NIKITA ROACH, Politics
Jeffrey S. Gould Research Scholar in American Politics

MOLLY ROCKHOLD, Urban Design and Architecture Studies, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar
VICTORIA RODRIGUEZ, Mathematics, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SIENA RUMBOUGH, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

NATALIE SACHMECHI, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KAJAAL SAGAR, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

PRIANKA Saha, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAMAY SAMPAT, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

TEJAS SAWANT, Neural Science
Horace Wendorf Research Scholar

ANNESHA SENGUPTA, Creative Writing, English and American Literature
Tory Dent Research Scholar

JONATHAN SCHIFMAN, Journalism
Kurt M. Mislow Research Encouragement Scholar

ISABELLA SCHUMANN, International Relations, Art History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

EMILY SCHWARTZ, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

TARA SEEWACK, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RACHEL SHAMOSH, Psychology
Ravi and Nalni Saligram Research Scholar

ANASTASIYA SHELEST, Art History
Collegiate Research Scholar

AHMED SHERIF, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MICHELLE SHI, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar
JAEWOO SHIN, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

GEET SHUKLA, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JACLYN SHULTZ, Comparative Literature, Media, Culture and Communication,
Comparative Literature
Sidney Probst Research Scholar

MARGARET SHUTTLEWORTH, History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CLARA SI, Biochemistry, Classical Civilization
Seena and George Silbert Research Scholar

SHAQUILLE SINCLAIR, Language and Mind
Roger and Beth Carlton Research Scholars

JAHAAN SINGH, Dramatic Literature, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

CONNOR SMITH, Biology, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

COLE SMITH, Computer Science, Economics
Richard Robins Entrepreneurial Research Scholar

JOSHUA SO, Chemistry
Joseph Jerome Research Scholar

MARK SOLOGUREN, Comparative Literature
Washington Square College Class of ’42 Research Scholar in Humanities

JENNA SOLOMON, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

SUHKHEEN SONI, Psychology
Julie C. Schiefflin Research Scholar

BRE’ANNA SONNIER-THOMPSON, International Relations,
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DANIELA SORGENTE, Journalism, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

NATHANIEL SPILKA, Philosophy, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
CAROLINE SUTTON, European and Mediterranean Studies, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALEXANDER SWAN, Biology, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHRISTINE TAI, Psychology
Eileen Guggenheim Research Scholar

GABRIELA TAMA, Cinema Studies, Journalism
Dr. Milton Goldstein, D.D.S., Research Scholar

ALEXANDRIA TARTT, Global Public Health
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ISABELLE TAY, Psychology
John and Julia Lindsey Research Scholar

ROBERT TAYLOR JR., Gender and Sexuality Studies, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

EMMA THOMAS, Art History, Comparative Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RYAN THOMAS, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

AMARA THOMAS, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

BENJAMIN TICE, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

SAMARTH TIWARI, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JULIANA TOBIN, Italian, Politics
Mortimer J. Natkins Memorial Research Scholars

CHRISTOPHER TORRES, Biology
Nicholas and Andrea Ferrara Research Scholar

ALEXIS TRAKHTORCHUK, Psychology
Benjamin P.B. and Fannie L.G. Feldman Research

ROBERT TSENG, Biochemistry
Philip Alfred Lotz Research Scholar
EMILIANA TUPPER CARABAÑO, Environmental Studies
Max and Cecil (Steuer) Chesin Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences

KEYIAN VAFAI, Computer Science, Music
Collegiate Research Scholar

SIMONE VAN TAYLOR, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARITA (CHARIKLIA) VLACHOU, Economics, Journalism
Dr. Molly S. Geller Research Scholar

KATERINA VOEGTLE, Social and Cultural Analysis
Collegiate Research Scholar

TERESA VU, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANDREW WANG, Neural Science, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

WILLIAM WANG, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MIAOHAN WANG, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

FIONA WANG, Economics, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MERYL WARSHAFFSKY, Biology
John G. Fleming Research Scholar

REBECCA WEISER, Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANDERSON WESTERMAN, Philosophy
William F. Weld Research Scholar in Ancient Studies

SIDNEY WOLIN, Physics
Larry and Klara Silverstein Research Scholar

KATIE WONG, Philosophy, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

BELINDA WONG, Metropolitan Studies
Susan and Robert Grossman Research Scholar
KATHLEEN WRIGHT, Global Public Health/Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SHIRLEY WU, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

LAWRENCE WU, Social and Cultural Analysis
The New York Community Trust Murray Hidary Research Scholar

MENGYUE WU, Art History
Herman J. Wechsler Research Scholar in Fine Arts

LEE XIE, Journalism, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARCELO YANEZ, Art History
Collegiate Research Scholar

HONGXUAN YANG, Economics, History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JASON YANG, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

TEREN YEDIKIAN, Neural Science, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEX YU, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

EMILIA YU, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

YVONNE ZAGZAG, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

LAWRENCE ZELDIN, Biology
Nicole and Joseph Meyer Research Scholar
Varet Family Research Scholar

YANSHU ZHANG, Economics, History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

FENGYI ZHANG, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

DAVENA ZHANG, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
TIANYUN ZHANG, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

VIRGINIA ZHANG, Economics, Sociology
J.S. Sinclair Research Scholar

YUNBIN ZHANG, Computer Science, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

YIAN ZHANG, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

MATTHEW ZHAO, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER ZHAO, East Asian Studies, History
Susumu Okamura Research Scholar

VINCENT ZHENG, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

SIJIN ZHENG, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JEFFREY ZHU, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

MICHAEL ZHU, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Conference Grant Recipients 2016-2017

ANDREA CUMPELIK, Neural Science

JOSHUA BENDER, English and American Literature

HANNAH BORENSTEIN,

CHLOE CHAN, Psychology

LIXING CHU, Philosophy

ANGELA DAUTI, Global Public Health/Chemistry

LORRAINE DE VELEZ, Psychology
Arthur Noulas Research Scholar
AKSHUNNA DOGRA, Mathematics, Physics

IRAJ ESHGHI, Mathematics, Physics

WALTER HUTCHESON, Biology
Joel and Shari Beckman Research Scholar

YUNQI LI, Economics, Mathematics

SINCLAIRE O’GRADY, Psychology

DHANUSH RADHAKRISHNAN, Computer Science, Mathematics

WILLIAM REDMAN, Mathematics, Physics

BALINT SULE, Computer Science, Mathematics

ALEXANDER SWAN, Biology

QI WEN (FLORA) WU, Biology

MATTHEW ZHAO, Chemistry

Freshman and Sophomore Training Grant Recipients 2016-2017

GRACE ADEYEMI, Neural Science, Psychology

MADELEINE AHLERS, Politics

ALYSSA AHN, Spanish

NASSIM BAHET, Biology, Philosophy

ELLISE BARTLETT, Global Public Health/Sociology

ITAY BARYLKA, International Relations, Journalism

JULIA BOK, Journalism, Politics

TONY CHUNG, Biology

SREYOTAMA DASGUPTA

XUYING DING, Economics and Mathematics

KEVIN DOKU, Biochemistry
CHRISTOPHER HAGAN, Economics
NARISSA HAJRATALLI, Neural Science
CASEY HOFFMAN, Psychology
PIERRE IBRAHEEM, Neural Science
IMANI JOHNSON, Africana Studies, Journalism
PARAMESH KARANDIKAR, Biochemistry
JOSHUA KAUFFMAN, American Studies
PRAGATI KHANDELWAL, Language and Mind, Spanish
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